
 
 

AVA Progression narrative: SUBJECT 
 

Concept/Skill Narrative of concept progression Supporting 
documents/ 
reading  

Chronological 
understanding 

Students are first introduced to the concept of chronological understanding in EYFS where they freely explore 
the world around them. They consider the observable changes that occur in the world for example growth in 
animals and lifecycles by recording their observations creating chick diaries and pictures. This is developed in 
KS1 when they look at seasonal changes and habitats. Pupils study different habitats and consider how animals 
and plants respond to the changes in the environment. In KS2, students are introduced to the concept 
explicitly using the term ‘observing over time’ as an enquiry type. They will develop their chronological 
understanding by investigating enquiries such as ‘What material keeps water warm longest?’ and ‘How shadow 
sizes change throughout the day?’ 
 
Fundamental vocabulary is explicitly taught at KS2 and is reinforced at Ks3 upper Ks2 apply knowledge in in 
different context simply through investigative enquiry skills. This is then expanded upon at Ks3 by using 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Classification  Students are first introduced to the concept of classification in KS1 where they study the observable world for 
examples Animals. They consider the similarities and differences using simple observations, and simple criteria. 
Students return to classification in KS2 where they are explicitly introduced to unfamiliar contexts. They are 
explicitly taught the vocabulary ‘classify’ and ‘classification’ and understand it as grouping items based on 
similarities and differences. In Year 6, students develop their understanding of classification by using and 
constructing simple classification keys at a macroscale. This lays the foundations for a later study of evaluating 
the effectiveness of existing classification systems in KS4, judging the limitations of each. At KS3 students are 
able to explain how classification keys are constructed at a microscale, this is built upon in KS4 when they 
differentiate between the unobservable and observable characteristics.  

 

   



   

   

   

 


